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Privacy thru American History



In the News . . .



The Age of Big 
Data

• Consumer Profiling
• Data mining
• Data analytics
• Google matches 

advertisers with search
• Facebook matches 

advertisers with user 
profiles

• New types of identifiers



Scope of data profiling:



Facebook knows over 50,000 things about you

• Information “you provide” Facebook isn’t just things like posts and 
photos, but can include the location metadata inside photos, and 
even what is seen through the camera in its apps.

• Facebook uses your address book, call log or SMS log to suggest 
people you may know. The company can collect your phone number 
and additional information from other people uploading their 
contacts.

• Facebook logs when you are using its products, when you last used 
them and what posts, videos and other content you viewed—not just 
what you liked, shared or searched.

• They also acquire information about you from data brokers, such as 
Acxiom and Oracle . . .



Facebook knows over 50,000 things about you

• Facebook logs your phone’s battery level, signal strength, even 
available storage. 

• On your computer, Facebook logs your browser type and its plugins. 
It also tracks whether a window is in the foreground or background, 
and the movements of your mouse. 

• While Facebook can obtain your location when you provide it access 
to GPS, the company doesn’t stop tracking your location when you 
turn off location services. It also tracks your location from other data 
points, including IP addresses and nearby Wi-Fi access points and cell 
towers.

• Facebook also gathers information about other devices that are 
nearby or “on your network.” The policy says it is to make it easier, 
for instance, to stream video from your phone to your TV.





Data Breach

Identity Theft Resource Center, 2018



Identity Theft

2018 Identity Theft Study, Javelin Research



Ransomware



Ransomware
45% of US companies hit with a ransomware attack last year 

paid at least one ransom, but only 26% of these companies 
had their files unlocked. Companies paying the ransom were 
attacked again 73% of the time.

Almost every company reporting an attack (97%) said that 
they had backups for the files affected by the ransomware, 
and 51% said backups and the ability to self-recover were 
their reason for not paying the ransom.

• Sentinel One Global Ransomware Report, 2018



Crime Pays



Who



Victims



• 78% of people didn’t click a 
single phish all year (2017)

• But 4% of people in a given 
phishing campaign will click it

• But people who click, tend to click again:

Phishing



Motives



Corporate: Privacy Policies

• Starwave, Disney, RealNetworks





Privacy and the Internet of Things

• The “IoT” is largely unregulated.
• Consumers have widely adopted Iots of 

new devices.
• Many of these are not reprogrammable
• Remember that Web Cam you bought last 

Christmas?
• Many of these devices collect and store 

personal data.



Criminals: Mirai Botnet Attack– September, 
2016





BBC:  German Parents Told to Destroy Cayla 
Dolls Over Hacking Fears



Biometric Identifiers

o Unique to the Individual--unlike other “personal” data
o Cannot be changed
o Already in widespread use– FBI’s NGI Database



Washington State is already using biometric 
identifiers

 Enhanced drivers license
 Fingerprints
 Background checks
 Iris photography



Solutions?

• International
• National
• State
• Corporate
• Consumer



International

Fundamental Problems:
• Criminals hide behind anonymous sites, TOR, the dark web.
• Some are state-supported:  Russia, China, North Korea
• Very spotty extradition of criminals.

Solutions:
• Will other countries come up to the EU GDPR standard?
• Could we create a Berne Convention for Cyber Security?
• Retaliation.



Enter GDPR
• Broad consumer protections
• Based on concepts of consent and 

context, not simple “notice”
• More respectful of personal rights



Europe is driving
• Major American companies have modified their systems and data 

practices to become GDPR complaint
• There is still some legal uncertainty, demonstrated by law suits instantly 

filed on May 25, 2018



Federal Regulation– very little action
• American Privacy Laws are “siloed” based on categories of data.
• The FTC has authority for “unfair and deceptive practices.”
• Congress recently abrogated the FCC’s privacy rules (April, 2017)
• New bills expected this session.



State Laws

• Various Data Breach Laws (50)
• California Privacy Act of 2018– CAPCA

• Right of access, deletion and “opt out” of data sales

• Consumer Protection Acts, usually with Attorney general 
enforcement

• Specific laws aimed at certain technologies, such as drones, or types 
of PII, biometrics

• Is there a danger of the “patchwork” of state laws?



What are the critical problems?

• Giving users control over their data
• Not disrupting the normal practices of e-commerce and advertising
• Allow companies to leverage the investments they have made in 

complying with the GDPR
• Realistic enforcement mechanism
• Addressing the unintended consequences of Facial Recognition 

technology



Washington Privacy Act– SB 5376
• Applies to any company that handles data of over 100,000 Washington 

residents. Will also cover companies that handle data of more than 25,000 
residents if the company makes at least 50 percent of its revenue selling 
personal information.

• Consumers will have four basic rights: 
• The right to access their personal data, by request or through an online site
• The right to update and correct that data
• Data portability, and 
• The right to object to the use of data for direct marketing, profiling and sales to 

data brokers.

• The Act defines personal data broadly, but does not apply to data already 
regulated by federal law, such as health care data or financial data.

• Companies must also conduct risk assessments to determine whether a 
particular practice or use might compromise the security of personal 
information. 



Washington Privacy Act

• Washington’s Attorney General will enforce the Act, with 
specified penalties.

• The Act also limits use of Facial Recognition technology. Private 
sector companies must give notice if they begin using this 
technology and – in order to prevent discrimination – a human 
must review any results before they lead to legal consequences 
for a person on whom it was used.

• Law enforcement and state government may only use Facial 
Recognition as part of ongoing surveillance in the context of an 
investigation or in the event of emergency. The state’s privacy 
office will analyze deployment of the technology and report to 
the Legislature by Sept. 31, 2023.



Thanks for listening.

Alex Alben
alex.alben@ocio.wa.gov
privacy.wa.gov

mailto:alex.alben@ocio.wa.gov
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